Sarah McEneaney Land, Sea, Sleep

PRESS RELEASE

April 13 – May 20, 2017
The Tibor de Nagy Gallery will present an exhibition of
acrylic paintings by Sarah McEneaney which were
completed over the last three years. The exhibition
marks the artist’s sixth with the gallery and will
showcase works from travels in the U.S., China and
Ireland.

Sarah McEneaney, Walsgrove Morning, 2016
acrylic on yupo mounted on wood, 23 x 35 inches

McEneaney’s diaristic subject matter reflects her life
experiences in intricate vivid detail rendered in her
characteristic straightforward style which she has
been developing for years. Underlying themes such as
the landscape as defined by bodies of water or
recumbent and reflective figures gazing outward from
interior spaces link the many journeys conveyed in the
exhibited works. They continue to add to the ever
expanding autobiography of the artist.

A majority of works were completed at the Ballinglen Art Center artist residency in Ireland where the artist lived and
worked during the early months of last year. All of the works are painted on the Japanese plastic paper ‘yupo’ which
allowed the artist to travel with her materials and upon return mount them to board. In the Irish countryside, McEneaney
experienced the drastic diversities of the region’s climate, tides and geography. The exposed strata of sites such as
Downpatrick Head echo the layers of the Grand Canyon, a heterogeneous stack of books or even layers of paint on a studio
floor all of which are represented in the exhibition.
McEneaney received a certificate from the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and studied at Philadelphia College of
the Arts. Her work has been included in numerous museum exhibitions including Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and
Philadelphia Museum of Art, and was the subject of a retrospective at The Institute of Contemporary Art in Philadelphia.
She has had numerous solo exhibitions both in New York and Philadelphia, where she has lived and worked for many years.
McEneaney was awarded a Purchase Prize from the Academy of Arts and Letters in New York. She has been awarded artist
residencies at the Chinati Center, the Joan Mitchell Foundation and recently the Ballinglen Art Center of County Mayo in
Ireland. Her works were recently acquired by the Hood Museum at Dartmouth College and the Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts.

Vera Iliatova Drift
April 13 – May 20, 2017
The Tibor de Nagy Gallery is pleased to present its premiere exhibition
of new paintings by Vera Iliatova. The exhibition will display a range of
medium to large scale works on canvas painted from the last three
years. Iliatova’s work employs metaphors of flowers, female figures or
other cryptic objects which meld together in curiously disconnected
perspectives. Her psychologically charged canvases often depict
women at various stages of life at instances of impending melodramas
either with each other or themselves which can create an atmosphere
of uncertainty in the painterly mise-en-scène they happen to be
peopling. Iliatova’s brushwork and flowers weave over the figures
washing possible narratives into ambiguity where the experience of
Vera Iliatova, Drift, 2016, oil on canvas, 50 x 60 inches
seeing becomes a sifting through her lyrically paintings.
Vera Iliatova was born in St. Petersburg, Russia and immigrated to the United States when she was 16. Eventually she
would go on to receive a BA from Brandeis University and an MFA in Painting/Printmaking from Yale University as well as
studying at the Skowhegan School of Art. Iliatova has exhibited widely across the country as well as internationally with
shows in Italy, Germany and Denmark. Iliatova has been teaching at Sarah Lawrence College for the past three years and
is a critic of painting at the Rhode Island School of Design. She currently lives and works in Brooklyn.
For further information and visuals please contact 212.262.5050 or info@tibordenagy.com.

